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irrelevancebut also,like much of Betke'swork, bring togethersubject
and object,perceptionand invention, outsideand inside.The implication is that reality is formed of intersectinglayersthat are perpetually
reconstituted, in the work and by the viewer, through fragments of
presenceand absence.
-Alexander Scrimseour
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with the shadeof gray chosenfor eachpicture, very di{ferent distributions of pictorial weight and volumesresult.The triangle'sbaselengths
are determined by a formal parameter that plays an essentialpart in
Charlton's art: They are multiples of 4.5 centimeters.Initiaily an arbitrary choicebasedon the depth of his stretchers,this measurehas been
fundamentalto the artist'soeuvrefor four decades.The narrowest of
the paintings, the medium-gray VerticalTriangle Painting (a11works
201.3,and all identically titled), has a baseof 45 centimeters-about
L7 3Ainches-resulting in a narrowly tapered format. From there,
Charlton systematicallyproceededin stepsof two times 4.5 centimeters: The next largest Vertical Triangle Painting, in light gray, has a base
of 54 centimeters,followed by one with a baseof 63 centimeters,and
so on, concludingwith the largestpicture in the exhibition, whose bottom measures126 centimeters,or a bit over four feet.
The gradationsof hue, in contrast,are explicitiy not determinedvia
a similar linear scheme-they are the resultsof individual decisionsthat
mark what one might call a moment of intensepainterly irrationalism
on Charlton's part. For the exhibition, he deliberately mounted the
picturesin no apparentorder,laying out a subtle dramaturgy that deemphasizedthe systematicaspectof his art in favor of the manifest
presenceof the individual paintings.Inspectingthem, the beholderwas
struck by an unexpectedcoloristic aspect:The various grays are not
just lighter or darker but sometimessuggestthe most delicatenuances
of color-one may for instance,seemslightly reddish,while another
may look blue. Yet such impressions never reach the threshold of
unequivocalcertainty;they are visual intimations rather than information. Charlton explores the constitutive limits of seeing,urging the
viewer to practicecloseperceptionand meditativecontempiation.
-Jens Asthoff

Alan Charlton describeshis work with characteristicunderstatement:
"I am an artist who makesa gray painting"-a declarationthat seems
And since1970, true to his
iust asminimal asthe paintingsthemselves.
word, this protagonist of British conceptualMinimalism has consistently hewed to monochromatic painting in graS developing his works
as specificobjectsbasedon clearly proportioned constructions. Reduction, in Charlton'swork, is primarily a meansfor generatingcomplex
and exacting formal relations-between painting and its support
medium as well as between the work, the spacearound it, and the
beholder-and throwing them into sharp reiief.
Over the years,Charlton's works have charted a wide range of forms
of interrelatedelements.
and {ormats;many areconceivedas ensembles
The seeminguniformity of his palette enabiesextremely fine distinctions, as he blendshis ostensiblyunassuminggray from acrylic paints
of variousspectralcolors,creatingit afreshfor eachnew picture across
a gamut extendingfrom very light gray to very nearly black.'Working
with a brush, the artist applies the prepared color in severallayers,
making surethat no visibletrace of brushwork remains.The flawlessly
smooth result looks like a visual depletion of the pictorial spacethat
leavesnothing but pure surface.By reducingthe paletteto the presence B E R N ,S W I T Z E R L A N D
of a singlenuanced(non-)color,Charlton also emphasizesthe objectlike quality of his paintingsand their interactionwith the spacearound
them; his work is always also about what is outsidethe picture.
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Translatedfrom German by Gerrit Jachson.
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"Vertical Triangle Paintings" was Charlton's first show of works
from the new seriesof the same title, begun last year, for which he
selectedsevenout of the total ten pictures.But it was his secondshow
of three-sidedcanvases;rn2012, he presentedpicturesin equilateraltriangle formats underthe title "Triangle Paintings" at Konrad Fischer
Galerie,Berlin. The paintingsat Holger Priess,by contrast,were isoscelestriangles.All works sharethe upward-pointing tip and a uniform
height of just under six feet-a dimension Charlton chose to fit the
gallery'srooms-while the length of the basevaries.In combination
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During the 1970s,while in graduateschoolat CalArts,Ericka Beckman
met severalother artists who would becomeprominent figuresof her
'Welling,
generation-Mike Kelley,Matt Mullican, James
and James
Casebereamong them. Theseinterlocutorshad a lastingimpact on her
artisticproduction, which consistsprimarily of film and video. For one
thing, Beckman'sconcernwith the ways in which socioculturalnorms
developand are maintained often coincidedcloselywith Kelley's.For
another,shehas beenhistoricizedalongsideMullican and'Welling,for
example in the exhibition "The Pictures Generation" at the Metropolitan Museum of Art in 2009. Ifhat is more, all of the aforementioned artists appear in Beckman'sworks, as evidencedby her first
comprehensiveretrospective,recentlyon view at KunsthalleBern.
Most of Beckman'sfilms are populatedby actorswhosemovements
are synchronized.The samecoordination appliesto the mise-en-scöne,
the accompanyingmusic and sound effects,the complex stagesets,and
her manual manipulation of the filmic medium through superimpositions and stop-motion. Like early pop-music videos or video games,
theseworks both demandand reward viewers'absorptionin an orchestrated flow of audio-visualinformation. In Beckman'sSuper 8 trilogy
(V/eImitate;'V/eBreak Up,1,978;The Broken Rwle,1979; and Out of
Hand,1980-81) aswell as inYou the Better,1983, socialdevelopment
and aptitude are allegorizedvia gamesand steepedin competition, with
both rules and playing fields. The entire second half of the twentyminute-long The Broken Rule,for example,depictsKelley engagedin
an increasinglyconvolutedseriesof recreationalactivities,startingwith

